
SURREALISM 
 

urrealism emerged in the 1920’s and came to be symbolized by a group of painters 
who created dreamlike images inspired by the psychoanalytic work of Freud and 
Jung, and the concept of the subconscious mind.  Dali, Magritte, and Tanguy 

painted individual objects in a highly realistic manner, but “melting” them or placing 
them in impossible scenes.  These paintings remain extra-ordinarily popular. 
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Creating a Surrealist image in Photoshop entails selecting items from various 
photographs and assembling them in one image window.  Everything hinges on your 
choice of objects, how precisely you remove them from their original background, and 
the way you manipulate them in your new composite image.  Dali and Tanguy often 
depicted exceptionally flat, featureless landscapes and liked to use plenty of visual 
trickery so Photoshop’s gradient and perspective transformation tools are invaluable for 
this project.  The warp command in Photoshop 
extends the distortion possibilities even further. 
 
 
 
Open the desert sky, clock and the eggs from the 
website. 
 
 
 
 
 
Use the magic wand, pen, or lasso tools to select the clock.  Use the move 
tool to move the clock into the desert sky.  I used the lasso tool and 
selected the rim to select the clock. 
 
Next, select the front egg using one of the tools above.  I used the pentool.  The pen tool 
is good for selecting round shapes like the eggs.  Pen-based selections are smoother and 
more naturally curved.  It is tricky at first, but the key is to alternately click and then drag 
at a tangent, then click the next point on the curve, and continue doing this until you’ve 
traced all round the object.   
 
When you have traced all round the object, click the first point to close the path.  
Immediately go to the Paths palette and could-click the 
Work Path to save it and assign it “Egg”.  You will use 
this later to paste the clock on it. 
 
 
After making the selection go to Select>Modify>Feather.  Feather 1 or 2 pixels. 
 
 
 



 
 
Move the egg into the desert sky. 
 
Use the Edit>Free Transform tool to resize the objects. 
 
Use the Edit>Transform>Warp command to transform the clock similar to the clock 
below.  Note, it may not always be easy to transform it exactly the way you want it but 
warp it again and you should be able to get it exactly the way y
 

ou want it.  

hanging a layer’s blending mode can really help you see 
ode 

he Liquify filter is also very useful for Surrealist effects.  
left, and 
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ry applying Layer Styles to your composition.  I added a bevel to exaggerate the second 

o real! 

ssignment: Find pictures of your own and create your own Surrealism Picture.  Put all 
works in your Arsenal! 

C
what you’re doing.  I changed the clock layer’s blending m
to Multiply.  This also meant that when the clock was finally 
egg-shaped, it looked as though it was painted onto the egg, 
exactly the appearance I wanted. 
 
T
ChooseFilter>Liquify.  Select one of the tools from the top 
drag pixels around as though you are manipulating wet paint.  You 
can use the Warp and Liquify tools in combination.  I added a secon
clock and used Warp to make it bean-shaped, and then Liquify to alter 
small areas.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
T
clock’s bean shape.  I also added a Custom Shape 
with a gradient for the pole. 
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